
 

 

 

Abstract—A linearized model of spinning satellite is 

simulated under real space disturbances. A satellite is 

controlled by implementing proportional-integral-derivative 

(PID) algorithm. PID gains are tuned involuntary using fast-

recursive process to obtain deadbeat spinning responses. The 

aim is to achieve a robust spin stabilization of the satellite 

maneuver around the longitudinal axis. Controller gains are 

optimized to eliminate the effect of external disturbances 

which are extremely difficult to be done by conventional PID. 

A satisfactory PID implementation is achieved with a 

reasonable gain tuning to meet deadbeat specifications. 

However, these controller gains are not unique and they 

depend on the optimization relaxations in terms of PID 

uncertainties. Overall, no more than 100 iterations have been 

imposed to achieve maximum overshoot of 1.27%, rise time of 

6.3 sec, settling time of 8.1 sec and approximately zero steady 

state error. The algorithm appropriately rejects environmental 

disturbances as high as 1.2 N.m. 

 

Keywords—spinning satellite, space disturbance, self-tuning 

PID, deadbeat specifications.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

OTENTIAL applications of a spinning satellite for attitude 

control requirements and saving economic resources have 

been seen for explorations of celestial universe. Kepler 

and Newton laws of motion are pivotal for the celestial bodies 

and vehicle orbiting mechanics. Astrophysics, weather 

forecasts, communications, surveillances and reconnaissance 

are typical missions of the most space vehicles. The late of 

1950s, the first space shuttles were sent by the USSR and USA 

named Sputnik and Explorer I respectively [1]. Rapid 

progression in space technologies has been seen since those 

attempts. Many countries including European, Japan, Chain, 

India and Iran explored the space at least once due to the 

availability of economic and human resources. More than 5000 

successful satellites and spacecraft have been sent to explore 

the universe since 1957 and about 850 of them are still in 

operation [2]. More satellite operations are needed due to the 

increase in GPS applications. Three inter-curricula of 

navigation, orbit determination and attitude control are widely 

managed to efficiently send and operate satellites. The attitude 
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control system contributes to the lifetime of the satellite in 

terms of fuel consumption. Natural tumbling is not acceptable 

for a satellite and it should maintain its orientation to an 

acceptable accuracy. A satellite control orientation allows 

subsystems such as solar panels, communication antennas and 

science instruments to accurately point their targets.  

Attitude control system is arguably the most sophisticated 

subsystem in a satellite. The attitude control may be achieved 

based on either three axis stabilization or spin stabilization 

depending on the design of a satellite, the purpose of mission 

and operational orbit. Voyager I and II have been used since 

1977 based on three-axis stabilization whereas Intelsat III-VI, 

Pioneer 10-11, Lunar Prospector and Galileo have used the 

spinning stabilization technique [1, 2]. Spin-stabilized craft 

can produce a continuous sweeping motion for optical 

scanning instruments. However, complicated systems are used 

to de-spin those optical instruments. On the other hand, three-

axis controlled craft do not need de-spinning mechanism. They 

have a limited mechanical lifetime and a large-scale structure 

due to a reaction wheel system of momentum desaturations. 

The spinning satellite attitude control is applied for more than 

40 years to achieve long life missions [1]. Thrusters are 

occasionally fired as demanded to adjust the change in 

spinning rates. Spinning mechanism can also be realized by 

means of dual-spinning stabilizations. The spinning attitude 

control is used for high-gain antenna to be pointed to Earth for 

accurate collection and subsequent interpretation of data in 

communications and science observations; for intelligently 

thermal control due to the heating and cooling effects of 

sunlight and shadow in outer space; and for short propulsion 

manoeuvres to save operational resources.  

Of wide varieties of control algorithms used in a literature is 

PID. Proportional controller is the simplest algorithm 

implantation and functions as an amplifier gain, integral 

control action helps eliminating bias offset and derivative 

compensator acts an anticipatory element for the error signals 

[3]. However, much complicated control algorithm is required 

such as nonlinear estimators for coupled roll, pitch and yaw 

dynamic systems [4]. In fact, PID is broadly used in an 

industry including space attitude controls [2]. Conventional 

PID controllers are not robust enough for many applications 

such as large time delays, time-varying processes, disturbance 

interactions and visible nonlinearities [5]. Tuning parameters 

are adjusted off-line in the trial and error manner to meet 

certain time-domain settings. Typically, PID digital version is 

implemented to discrete system based on z-plane whereas 

analogue counterpart is used to continuous system on s-plane. 

Those controllers suffer from effectively adjusting their gains 
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to cope with disturbance loads. Digital PID controller is more 

capable of exhibiting a deadbeat response due to sampling 

procedure which reduces transient period. Optimal self-tuning 

controllers are generally sought to obtain a reasonable degree 

of robustness in the on-line tuning manner. Ziegler-Nichols 

rules are widely used to systematically tune PID gains based 

on either a target of 25% maximum overshoot or the 

evaluation of amplitude and frequency of a system [6, 7]. 

However, not all real world systems are of second order 

characteristics and fine tuning is usually required to obtain 

reliable designs. Numerical methods and computer-aided 

software such as MATLAB have been broadly utilized in 

designing PID control laws. The last two decades have seen 

several implementations of self-tuning PID controller and 

adaptive control systems [8-11]. For example, Sirisena and 

Tang used pole placement approach to develop self-tuning 

controller for multivariable system based on bandwidth and 

damping ratio as tuning parameters [8]. Guidance, navigation 

and control comprise a complete package of senses, actuators 

and algorithms which interact with each other to orient the 

satellite according to the required altitude of a satellite 

mission. The sensors measure an orientation, the actuators 

apply the torques to re-orient an object to a desired attitude, 

and algorithms command the actuators.  

The paper shows fast way of tuning PID gains by 

implementing recursive self-tuning technique. The idea mainly 

comes from a Stochastic Learning Automata which is used to 

switch among gains during tuning process [12]. First of all, the 

technique is used to obtain the deadbeat performance of 

spinning satellite. Secondly, such PID implementation is also 

investigated in terms of eliminating the effects of space 

disturbances. Algorithm adequately identifies set point 

weights, integral time constant and proportional gain. A batch 

of MATLAB commands and SIMULINK is used to conduct 

the spinning satellite modelling and simulation. The paper is 

organized as follows. First of all, an introductory review is 

given. Secondly, methodology is shown in brief. Thirdly, 

results are discussed. Finally, conclusions are given.  

II.  METHOD 

A. Mathematical model 

Satellite attitude control algorithms comprise software and 

hardware structure systems. A MATLAB framework was 

formulated to model and simulate a spinning-controlled 

satellite. M-file and SIMULINK were used to arrange the 

interference between a control algorithm and spinning satellite 

hardware respectively. The control algorithm was a computer 

program that receives data from a vehicle sensor and derives 

appropriate commands to thrusters to fire engines, and then to 

rotate the satellite to desired attitudes. Obviously, the actuator, 

sensors, engines firing systems, and rotation systems represent 

the hardware parts.  

An axisymmetric rigid satellite of evenly distributed masses 

around x and y axes was considered. Moreover, an inherently 

unstable satellite of the two poles at the origin was of 

particular concerns because the inequality stability conditions 

were not satisfied:  
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where Ixx, Iyy and Izz are mass moment of inertia around x, y and 

z axes respectively. Ixy, Iyz and Izx are mass product moment of 

inertia and assumed zeros for satellite principal axes. For 

simplicity, Ixx = Ix, Iyy = Iy and Izz = Iz. 

The Euler angles are the most appropriate attitude 

parameters which could be detected by the attitude sensor 

directly. Euler rotation formulations allow obtaining body-

fixed coordinate system from reference coordinate system. 

Excluding the roll and pitch Euler rotation, the spin attitude 

matrix is given by: 
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where ψ is the spinning Euler angle. The nonlinear dynamic 

equations of satellite motion can be shown as [2]:  
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where Tx, Ty and Tz are torques around x, y and z axes, 

respectively. αx, αy and αz are angular accelerations around x, y 

and z axes, respectively. ωx, ωy and ωz are angular velocities 

around x, y and z axes, respectively.  

Obviously, highly nonlinear characteristics of (3) were 

difficult to conduct the simulations of satellite dynamic 

system. The inclusion of disturbance effects in those equations 

increases difficulties. Of great importance the simulation 

deemed to understand the satellite behaviour and to implement 

successful control system. Therefore, a simplified linearized 

model was made in the form of double-integral plant in order 

to model the satellite spinning around the longitude axis. The 

spin was considered around the axis of the largest moment of 

inertia in order to obtain an adequate margin of the overall 

stability of satellite. 

MdMdMd θ zI zωzI zαzI zT z      (4) 

where   zzz   and Md is external disturbance such as 

solar pressure. However, such disturbance is not expected to 

create a considerable torque in comparison with engine 

torques. The spinning velocity and displacement can be 

obtained based on the expressions below 
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B. Self-tuning PID algorithm 

The PID control synthesis is straightforward if a linear 

model would be developed. Usually, a pole placement and 

loop-shaping techniques are widely used to tune gains of PID 

controller [8, 10].  
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where w(t) is dynamic uncertainty in PID control law. 

Proportional and derivative error terms were introduced to 

obtain greater flexibility to adjust controller gains: 
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where B and C are set-point weighting parameters for 

proportional and derivative errors respectively. Set point 

weighting was not applied to the integral action of the 

controller. B < 1 will slow the speed of response and eliminate 

overshoot. B = 0 the steady state error is brought to zero solely 

by integral action. B & C = 1 the controller will experience the 

full effects of a step change in set point. C = 0 will eliminate 

derivative-kick phenomena of de-stabilization due to acting as 

a low pass filter and rejecting high frequencies. 

The transfer function of PID controller is: 
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where KP, KI and KD are proportional, integral and derivative 

controller gains respectively. TI and TD are integral and 

derivative time respectively. e(t) is time-dependent error 

response which represents the deviation between the desired 

command r(t) and response y(t). Such error shall be minimised 

based on least square error (LSE): 
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Integral time gives a settling timescale. For robust minimum 

variance PID controller the KP, KI and KD gains were obtained 

recursively using mean least square technique to place the 

closed loop system poles at the pre-specified locations. It 

tracks the change in set-point with the desired speed of 

response and excessively reduces the control action efforts. 

These gains are selected to obtain reasonable gains and phase 

margins in terms of stability margins. The steady state error is 

found for a realistic settling time: 
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where Ts is settling time and g(Ts) is system transfer function at 

the settling time. The fast response in terms of rise time is 

determined based on limits of initial input and large KP: 

rKu P)0(              (12) 

Figure 1 shows a linearized model of spinning satellite with 

PID implementation for disturbance rejection. PID gains are 

adjusted based on recursive self-tuning algorithm.  
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Fig. 1: Spinning satellite modeling disturbances and PID controller. 

PID features each of the PI and PD controllers. Re-

manipulating (9) and setting the proportional constant of the 

PD portion to unity results in: 
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Three parameters in (13) have to be selected according to 
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deadbeat design specifications (insignificant overshoot, fast 

response of rise time and settling times, and zero steady state 

error). Matching (9) and (13) after ignoring disturbances 

yields: 
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Clearly, the PD section takes the full effect by selecting KD1 

and the total requirement on relative stability was achieved by 

selecting KI2 and KP2. 

More realistic design is based on sensor lag and a disturbing 

torque from solar pressure that acts as a sinusoid at the orbital 

rate of roughly 10-minute period (ω = 0.001 rad/sec) [2]. 

According to the PID dynamic equation the dual zeros may be 

found from:  
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The stable PID controller is realized by: 

042  DIPP KKKK            (16) 

Since KP, KD and KI are tuning gains they must be positive 

quantities. The first scenario considered two conjugate 

imaginary eigen values since the real part KP is inherently 

stable. However, an oscillatory response may appear and its 

strength may be reduced provided that: 
24 PDI KKK               (17) 

On the other hand, the second scenario considered two real 

roots to be far-distanced from the imaginary axis of s-plane in 

order to ensure good margin of dynamic stability provided 

that: 

DIP KKK 2              (18) 

DIPP KKKK 42          (19) 

Equation (18) is only adequate to guarantee satisfactory 

stability margin as far as the minus part of (16) concerns. 

However, (18) and (19) ensure slightly less stability margin as 

far as the plus part of (16) concerns. Using the superposition 

technique, the overall transfer function of spinning satellite 

and PID controller in terms of the observed and desired 

responses: 
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Obviously, two zeros and three poles can be used to 

stabilize the system. It is clear the zeros of PID controller 

directly contribute to the stability of the overall transfer 

function of a satellite plant system. Apparently the mass 

moment of inertia influences the stability performance: 
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However, the overall transfer function of spinning satellite 

and PID controller in terms of response with respect to 

disturbance response may be given by: 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Disturbance rejection 

The influences of three external loads of 0.1, 0.6 and 1.2 

N.m were considered and the satellite has Ix = 1000 kg m
2
, Iy = 

1000 kg m
2
 and Iz. = 5000 kg m

2
 [1]. Thrusters can produce 

thrust of 1 N to as much as 400 N. Typically, gravity, magnetic 

and solar radiation pressure may produce disturbance torques 

on the order of 10
-3

 N.m [2]. However larger disturbance 

torque due to a micrometeorite impact was ignored in this 

study. Figure 2 shows a rejection of external disturbance loads. 

Clearly, PID responds well by adjusting their gains to 

eliminate unexpected external disturbances as high as 1.2 N.m. 

However, large loads were unrealistic disturbances which 

satellite may encounter during spinning operation. PID did 

satisfactory jobs as quick as approximately 12 secs to 

completely dismiss disturbances of 0.6 and 1.2 N.m. However, 

disturbed satellite under load of 0.1 N.m was recovered in two 

seconds.  
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Fig. 2: A rejection of disturbance loads. 

Figure 3 shows contributions of PID controller in rejecting 

disturbance load. Based on disturbance torque of 0.1 N.m, PID 

compensated such disturbance by producing opposite torque of 

0.1 N.m in the short period of two secs. Actually, slower 

reactions of PID algorithm were seen in the case of 

disturbances of 0.6 and 1.2 N.m. It took about 12 secs for the 

satellite to being spun without those unwanted disturbances. 

However, PID exhibited saturated effects at 0.6 and 1.2 N.m 

and produced highly opposed torques with the peak of 0.7 and 

1.4 N.m at about 4 secs. In reality, anti-windup may be 

implemented to discharge the integrator due to thruster 

saturation which occurred when the sum of the block 

components exceeded the output limits. Thus, a slow recovery 

from saturation or unexpected overflows may be enhanced. On 

the other hand, back-calculation action may also be useful to 

prevent the controller being suffered from such issue. 
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Fig. 3: Contributions of PID controller in rejecting disturbance 

load. 

Figure 4 shows the effects of external disturbances on 

spinning displacements. Overall, no large significant 

deviations in spinning satellite were realised under the exertion 

of those disturbances. The satellite was diverged by 0.049º, 

0.025º and 0.004º due to the loads of 1.2, 0.6 and 0.1 N.m 

respectively. The scheduled spin under set point command was 

1º and those divergences were really negligible as they 

suddenly happened and gradually disappeared. Particularly, 

the deviation of 0.004º was fairly small and comparable 

disturbance to space environment. At roughly three mins the 

satellite gradually recovered its normal spinning rates and no 

deviation effects were seen after about one hour and a half of 

disturbance exertion. 
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Fig. 4: Effects of disturbances on spinning displacements.  

B.  Deadbeat response validations 

A step-wise-proportional thruster was used to actuate the 

satellite dynamics. The damping ratio of 0.80, poles of -0.40 ± 

0.32i and undamped frequency of 0.50 rad/sec were found as 

reasonable dominant second order characteristics of short 

period oscillations. Table 1 shows validations of simulation 

versus theoretical results. Overall, the most deadbeat 

specifications were achieved in terms of fast response of 

command tracking, minimal overshoot and negligible steady 

state error. The response is shown for 50 secs since the 

transient response disappeared in just 8 secs. Such deadbeat 

response would not be easily achieved without self-tuning 

arrangement of PID algorithm. Practically speaking, the 

deadbeat may not be met since PID needs to compensate real 

disturbance situations. A slight discrepancies were found in 

settling and rise times and a good agreement was achieved for 

overshoot and peak time. The mass moment of inertia played 

important role in ensuring the stability under disturbance 

effects.  

 

 

TABLE 1: Validations of Deadbeat Disturbance Rejections 

Validation Settling time 

(sec) 

Overshoot 

(%)  

Peak time 

(sec) 

Rise time 

(sec) 

Simulation 

results 

8.10 1.27 11.26 6.3 

Theoretical 

results  

9.63 1.17 11.13 4.8 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A self-tuning PID controller has been successfully 

implemented for stabilizing disturbed spinning satellite. The 

method is developed so that adjusting PID gains to cope with 

environmental disturbances. The recursion version of self-

tuning PID control is easy to implement and satisfactorily 

converges because the number of numerical computations is 

low and dependent on the bandwidth of the satellite. PID 

shows good robustness and stability margin for realistic 

environmental disturbances. PID adequately compensates 

higher external disturbances of 0.6 N.m. A number of thrusters 

and reaction wheels on each axis are recommended to reject 

disturbances without consuming onboard fuel.  
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